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How should you organize remote work in connection 
with the coronavirus? 

Edyta Jagiełło, attorney-at-law
An employer should define the group of persons who may be 
instructed to work remotely, set the anticipated duration of that 
period and the place where this work is to be done and also 
specify the fundamental issues associated with remote work. 

Under the current legal framework, an employer may order an 
employee (whenever possible) to perform the work defined in 
his or her employment contract for a fixed period in some other 
place than where it is usually done (remote work). Therefore, 
an employee’s consent is not required. This order may be 
issued in any form. For evidentiary purposes it would be best if 
this order is given in the form of an e-mail, at least.

People who are symptomatic of coronavirus cannot perform 
remote work. This regulation pertains to people who are capable 
of working and aims to attenuate the risk of becoming infected 
with the virus (on the way to work in public transport or in the 
office) or infecting others if an employee is already a carrier. 

According to the literal wording of the regulations remote 
work is supposed to be done in some other place than where 
it is normally done, and thus this does not necessarily mean 
an employee’s home. The draft legislation to amend the 
coronavirus act contemplates that when an employer instructs 
an employee to work remotely, it should agree with the employee 
where this work is to be done. Having regard for the purpose 
of this regulation – preventing the spread of the virus – remote 
work should not, however, be performed in publicly accessible 
venues, for example in a coffee shop. 

Who is remote work for? 

With their consent or 
under compulsion?

Where remote work  
is done



This regulation does not precisely state for how long the order 
to work remotely may last. An employer should designate this 
period while giving consideration to the degree of the threat of 
the spread of COVID-19 in a given area. It seems reasonable 
for the remote work order to be given for at least 14 days, i.e. 
for the incubation period of coronavirus. Nor is it forbidden to 
shorten the duration of remote work, or extend it for another 
designated period or entrust someone with doing remote work 
again following a break if it is warranted by the dynamically 
changing situation. 

The draft legislation to amend the coronavirus act anticipates 
that an employer should determine the organization and order 
in the remote work process and the related rights and duties 
of the employer and employees. An employer may do this in 
the labour rules and regulations or in the order given to an 
employee to work remotely. 

An employer also has the right to check the performance 
of remote work and request information from an employee 
on its results. Thus, the rules for exercising this control and 
conveying information should be regulated.

What needs to be 
regulated before giving

a remote work order? 

Duration of remote  
work



more absences related to mandatory quarantine, 

suspicion of, or confirmed, coronavirus infection in a staff member, 

implementation of actions by the epidemiological and sanitary authorities curtailing a work 
establishment’s operation in connection with the necessity of conducting a disinfection 
operation, 

restriction on the freedom of movement and operation of transport,

necessity of providing for a minimum number of employees by isolating them on the premises 
of a work establishment. 

coRonaviRus and ensuRing business 
continuity 
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Not every employer can allow itself to utilize a remote work solution, nor to incur the risk of stopping 
business activities on account of business and general social objectives. 

Prompt actions should be taken to prepare for the following situation:

Dominika Dörre-Kolasa Ph.D., 
attorney-at-law

Not every employer can phase in remote work 
or suspend its business activity.

We provide ongoing legal support to those employers who have not yet undertaken preventive 
measures to prepare business continuity plans and perform their strategic business tasks in 
connection with this pandemic.



online training courses for employees on counteracting mobbing and molesting – it is an 
employer duty to prevent mobbing;

online training courses for managers concerning labour law issues of significance in their 
jobs – this is a key competence in managing employees, also from the viewpoint of the 
responsibility of managers themselves;

online training for HR/legal departments on selected HR law issues;

review of procedures such as the procedure for preventing mobbing, the procedure for 
managing conflicts of interest, the procedure for using internet portals;

review of documents and procedures related to personal data protection, in particular 
concerning recruitment, the flow of information, storage of employee documentation, 
mandatory reviews, etc.; 

preparation of a procedure to store documentation in electronic form – these procedures 
should have been implemented on 1 January 2019, with most employers storing a portion 
of their documentation in this form (e.g. working time records, employee leave documents);

review of immigration documentation in terms of correctly employing foreigners.

opeRating duRing the pandeMic
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Many businesses are grappling with suppressed demand for their products and services. Many 
employees are not working, while others are working remotely. It would be worthwhile to use this 
situation to take those actions for which there is usually a shortage of time. Here are our proposals:

Łukasz Kuczkowski, 
attorney-at-law
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An employer may stipulate in a contract that it will make the 
decision on whether such a ban will be in force after employment 
ends.
The Supreme Court took this position in its judgment of 20 February 2020 (I PK 241/18). 

In the case under examination the parties had entered into a non-compete agreement in force during 
and after the dissolution of the employment relationship. The agreement contained a condition 
precedent according to which the non-compete agreement was dependent on the employer tendering 
a representation following the dissolution of the employment relationship. 

The agreement also defined the deadline for it to be tendered: by the last day of employment. If 
therefore the employer failed to tender a representation on the validity of the non-compete agreement, 
the non-compete agreement would no longer be in force. The Supreme Court confirmed that such a 
regulation is permissible and does not limit an employee’s rights. 

This judgment is of material significance for employers who have gained certainty that entering into 
such a condition (while stating the deadline for tendering this representation – up to the last day of 
employment at the latest) is proper and for employees who, in particular, terminate their employment 
agreement. 
 

Katarzyna Wilczyk, 
attorney-at-law

 stay of up to 3 months – nit is not necessary to satisfy any conditions for residence other  
 than having a valid travel document; 
 stay above 3 months  – such a stay should be registered.

The detailed solutions that will be applicable to citizens of the United Kingdom following the elapse of the 
transition period should be determined by the Polish lawmaker. 

We may expect that the new rules concerning the legalization of residence and work by foreigners 
following the end of the transition period will hinge on the future agreements to be negotiated between 
the United Kingdom and the European Union. At present, there are no official positions on what steps 
will be taken and when.

bRexit: nothing will change duRing 
the tRansition peRiod, oR until 
the end of 2020
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Michał Kacprzyk, Ph.D., 
attorney-at-law

At present, the special Act on the Transition Period in force until 31 December 2020 regulates the status 
for the residence of nationals from the United Kingdom in the territory of the Republic of Poland.

This act maintains the freedom of movement of people between the United Kingdom and the European Union 
during the transition period. The current procedures for registering EU citizens are in force until the end of the 



Acquiring the fixed assets needed in business activity is 
of importance for transfer but their lack does not always 
preclude such a transfer. The actual change of the entity 
hiring the employees must always take place.

Katarzyna Dobkowska, 
attorney-at-law

The CJEU has stated that the failure to acquire a coach fleet 
from the company previously rendering public transport services 
does not preclude the transfer of the work establishment to the 
new employer (differing from the judgment of 25 January 2001, 
C-172/99) if legal, technical or environmental requirements 
impede the further operation of old coaches.

The failure to acquire assets needed to run a car wash, 
according to the Supreme Court, formed an argument speaking 
in favour of the failure to transfer the work establishment, albeit 
jointly with the failure to transfer supervision over employees 
and obtain the economic benefits stemming from their work.

These judgments confirm that every situation needs to 
be analysed separately in terms of the transfer of a work 
establishment, or a part thereof. On one hand, the preservation 
of its identity is of significance, or the continuation or 
resumption of the very same business activity, while on the 
other hand, a real change in the entity supervising the work 
of the employees must transpire (it does not suffice to enter 
into a contract). If specific fixed assets are needed to run a 
business, their acquisition is a material determinant of such 
transfer unless the failure to accomplish such acquisition is 
objectively justified.

Conclusions

tRansfeR of a woRk 
establishMent
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The PRO HR Newsletter does not contain any legal opinions and cannot be treated as their source. To obtain legal advice about a relevant 
subject, please contact us at the following address: 
office@raczkowski.eu.
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